
 

Basic Biofeedback 

 

http://www.imune.net


1. Register with IMUNE and make an application for 25 euro. If you wish add info for a Master’s 

level entry of background, education, work experience, seminars, clubs, associations, and any 

other health care expertise. If you have no life experience we will need to require more classes. 

                                

 

2. Choose the basic program you wish, calculate the courses and then the fees you need to pay.  

           
3. Choose what classes you wish to take, download course pdf. Watch the course, read the books, 

                   

4. Get a mentor; privately negotiate a fee for the mentor’s services. Contact the Dean for info. 

               Intro to mentoring   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1tP3Reog5M  

            
5. Watch the course, read the books --take the exam and let your mentor grade them. 

6. Pay for your certificate, test grading fees, credentialing, and or continuing education.            

                                          
7. KARMA--- The work and our courses are not for free. All must Pay. If you want a certificate, 3rd 

party validation, a degree on the wall or a license to practice that can be confirmed, you need to 

pay. But for the very poor of mind or pocket we allow people to pay in Karma. But All must pay.  

8. Receive your certificate and give feedback.   Get ready to do follow-up continuing education.  

                  

9. Learn to use the IMUNE Libraries and partners  

                 

                

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h1tP3Reog5M
http://www.imune.net/accounts/register
mailto:dean@imune.net
http://www.imune.net/accounts/register
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/IMUNE/imune.pimgpsh_fullsize_distr.jpg
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/IMUNE certificate and award policy.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/IMUNE/Current List of IMUNE Courses.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/IMUNE/imuneeurope2016.jpg
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/IMUNE/imune2.pimgpsh_fullsize_distr.jpg
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/IMUNE certificate and award policy.pdf
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=5CXUDVTHHESUJ
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Prof Desire%e2%80%99 Dubounet and the Karma Pay Plan to Revolutionize the World(1).pdf
mailto:imunecertdept@gmail.com
mailto:desire.dubounet@gmail.com
http://ijmshnem4u.com/
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/
http://www.whprs-ratings.com/
http://www.quantumwellnessappsforhealth.com
http://indavideo.hu/video/History_of_IMUNE_the_International_Medical_University


 
 
 
Video Lessons: 
 

IMUNE EEG biofeedback  

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1mP3WrRf9M  

IMUNE EMG Biofeedback  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2li-cgRF8Q  

IMUNE Biofeedback for 

ADHD-Autism  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N3_OhWeJ35c  

Biofeedback and Speed 

Skating  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKubRuDNAGE  

Basic Biofeedback https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iup0msVJeAI  

We do not Diagnose http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_Quantum_Biofeedback_Therapists_DO_NOT_Diagnose 

 

Pain therapy                      http://indavideo.hu/video/IMUNE_on_Pain_Therapy  
Electro Osmosis and the SCIO  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7rGQEMs_Ux8  

Lou Gosset  Jr discusses Desire' and the SCIO-Eductor Technology  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OCrV2Asa5YY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIW7XIMI2Lo    Quantum Biology 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpypGTmRfP8   Quantum Biology as a way of life 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z78QqXYWkpc     Quantum Computer 

Go to http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/  
to get the Books Required –  

1-- 978-615-5169-17-5 VARHOPE (Voltage, Amperage, Resistance, Oxidation, Hydration, Proton and Electron 

pressure, the body electric's vital signs),  http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-17-

5%20VARHOPE%20(Voltage,%20Amperage,%20Resistance,%20Oxidation,%20Hydration,%20Proton%20and%20

Electron%20pressure,%20the%20body%20electric's%20vital%20signs).pdf  

2-- The Structure and Properties of Water,   

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Structure%20and%20Properties%20of%20Water.pdf   

3-- 978-615-5169-02-1 Energetic Medicine - Science over Convention,    

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-02-1%20Energetic%20Medicine%20-

%20Science%20over%20Convention.pdf  

4-- TVEP The Clinical Experience complete,      

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/TVEP%20The%20Clinical%20Experience%20complete.pdf  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpypGTmRfP8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z78QqXYWkpc
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http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-17-5%20VARHOPE%20(Voltage,%20Amperage,%20Resistance,%20Oxidation,%20Hydration,%20Proton%20and%20Electron%20pressure,%20the%20body%20electric's%20vital%20signs).pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/The%20Structure%20and%20Properties%20of%20Water.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-02-1%20Energetic%20Medicine%20-%20Science%20over%20Convention.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-02-1%20Energetic%20Medicine%20-%20Science%20over%20Convention.pdf
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/TVEP%20The%20Clinical%20Experience%20complete.pdf


5-- Electro-Physiology-Feedback - Measures of Interstitial Fluids,    

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Electro-Physiology-Feedback%20-

%20Measures%20of%20Interstitial%20Fluids.pdf  

6-- 978-615-5169-01-4 The Body Electric Simplified,    http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-

615-5169-01-4%20The%20Body%20Electric%20Simplified%20(warning).pdf  

7-- Quantum Electro Dynamics - QED as a Basis for Biology - Light Interacts with Matter,     

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Quantum%20Electro%20Dynamics%20-

%20QED%20as%20a%20Basis%20for%20Biology%20-%20Light%20Interacts%20with%20Matter.pdf  

8-- 978-615-5169-19-9 TVEP and Medication Testing (the research),    

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-5169-19-

9%20TVEP%20and%20Medication%20Testing%20(the%20research).pdf  

9-- 978-615-5169-13-7 Injury and Sport Medicine     http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/978-615-

5169-13-7%20Injury%20and%20Sport%20Medicine%20(warning).pdf  

10.--

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/how%20to%20be%20a%20biofeedback%20and%20wellness

%20consultant%202013.pdf  

11. http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Biofeedback_Ultimate_Self_Help.pdf  

 

 

http://indavideo.hu/video/Biofeedback_for_Mind_Relaxation 
 
http://indavideo.hu/video/Biofeedback_for_deep_muscle_Relaxation  
 
http://indavideo.hu/video/Biofeedback_for_Enuresis  
 
http://indavideo.hu/video/Biofeedback_for_Breath_Control  
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We need to understand the energy of biofeedback 

 









 



 

Basic Biofeedback Exam 

1. Biofeedback is a technique that trains people to improve their health by accepting 

responsibility in controlling certain bodily processes that normally happen involuntarily, 

such as heart rate, blood pressure, muscle tension, and skin temperature. T/F    

2. Biofeedback is the process of gaining greater awareness of many physiological functions 

primarily using instruments that provide information on the activity of those same 

systems, with a goal of being able to manipulate them at will. T/F    

3. In a normal biofeedback session, electrodes are attached to your skin. They send 

information to a small monitoring box that translates the measurements into a tone that 

varies in pitch, a visual meter that varies in brightness, or a computer screen that shows 

lines moving across a grid. T/F      

4. Biofeedback may be used to improve health, performance, and the physiological changes 

which often occur in conjunction with changes to thoughts, emotions, and behaviours T/F   

5. Biofeedback has been found to be effective for the treatment of headaches and migraines 

T/F     

6. In psychology, therapists might use biofeedback to help patients control their response to 

stress. Chronic stress can have a wide range of negative health effects including 

decreased immunity, heart disease, depression, digestive problems and sleep disorders. 

By learning how to manage the stress response using biofeedback, patients are able to 

decrease the harmful physical and psychological effects of stress. T/F     

7. A simple biofeedback device can quickly teach children to wake up when their bladders 

are full and to contract the urinary sphincter and relax the detractor muscle, preventing 

further urine release T/F      

8. Biofeedback is considered safe. No negative side effects have been reported. T/F   

9. You can see stress responses as they happen on the monitor, and then get immediate 

feedback as you try to stop them. T/F     

10. Biofeedback is often used as a relaxation technique. T/F    

11. Biofeedback can help any patient with stress     
12. Quantum Resonant Biofeedback uses variant GSR inputs and output measures to fix the 

body electric and help people     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physiology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Headache
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Migraine


13. Which of the following is NOT an Autofocused Quantum Resonant Biofeedback function   
 

1. Enlightenment Training Rx  

2.  Bladder Control Enuresis Rx 

3.  Neurological paralysis or Spasm Rx 

4.  Mathematical Super Learning Rx 

5.   Superlearning – Memory storage and retrieval  

6.  Diabetic Neuropathy 

7.   Sport Performance Stamina Rx 

8.  Sport Performance Focus (In the Zone) Rx 

9.  Sport Performance Coordination Rx 

10.  Overall Pain Management Migraine Rx 

11.  Lose Weight Rx 

12.  Insight Intellect Development- Janusian Rx  

13.  Lucid Dreaming Rx 

14.  ESP Rx 

15.  Stimulate Creativity Rx 

16.  Depression Rx 

17.  Electro-Transcendental-Meditation, expand consciousness Rx 

18.   Stimulate Brain Circulation- Stroke-Rx 

19.  Schizophrenia Tendencies Rx  

20.  Chronic Fatigue Hypo-Endocrine Rx 

21.  Healing Energy Enhancement 

22. Foot and hand manicure    

 

Essay:   Define the difference  between old biofeedback and quantum biofeedback. 
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To Be a Professional Biofeedback and 

Energetic Medicine Therapist 
We must teach people how to be professionals in the field of Natural medicine. We need to 

teach so many things and overcome many false myths and misunderstandings. We will offer 

the most astounding course of professional exciting new medicine based in energy and 

compassion. This new medicine will demand evidence and validation for all that we do. 

The Path to Follow to be a Professional Successful Biofeedback Technician. 

1. Get a real registered device. Real working legal current software 

2. Get registered with the IMUNE register. (this advertises you to the world for 

whatever credentials you have but it does not mean you are IMUNE 

certified or approved)  
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/International%20REGISTER%20of%20Therapists.pdf  

3. Get certified with IMUNE or the ABC Certification means IMUNE stands 

behind you for medical, scientific, clinical and legal consultation.  

4. Get trained by IMUNE for Home use, QESPT (Quantum Entwinement 

Subspace Prayer Therapist), Diplomat, Doctorate or Medical Doctorate 

5. Study and pass the 33 areas of competency in Naturopathy, Energetic 

medicine, Homeopathy, + Biofeedback to Get IMUNE International licensed  

6. Learn about GSRtDCs memory, intellect, sport and scholastic enhancement 

7. Study practice and business development, be proud of your IMUNE license 

8. Become a provider of services for the medical community and the insurance 

companies. Use and develop Medical referrals and networking skills.  

9. Do Continuing Education and continue to develop your healing skills.  

 

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/International%20REGISTER%20of%20Therapists.pdf
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